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Abstract. Driven by digitalization, the business environment is changing at an
increasing pace. To be able to react to this, organizations must gain competitive
advantages through Digital Innovation (DI). This special form of innovation requires a reorganization and further development of the resource and capability
base of an organization. The existing literature shows a proliferation of definitions and a jungle of individual capabilities with regard to DI. Based on a structured literature review and a qualitative analysis of existing capabilities, the paper
presents a DI Capability Model. By structuring layers, areas and associated capabilities, the model provides the first holistic view in the literature. It will serve
as a basis for a targeted scientific discourse and a valuable orientation model for
the development of a capability composition to foster DI in organizations.
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1

Motivation

Advancements in digital technology are transforming businesses and society at a furious pace as they become an inherent part of our daily routines and fundamentally
change the way people work, communicate, and consume [1]. These changes create
both, completely new markets and satisfy changed customer needs what makes them
inherently disruptive. Therefore, incumbent organizations are facing rapid market dynamics and constant change within an intensive and competitive environment [2].
To withstand these rapid developments in a digital world and continue to establish
competitive advantages, organizations must increasingly reinvent themselves and drive
digital innovation (DI) [1, 3]. Early studies on DI focused on the digitalization of internal processes [1, 4], while upcoming Information Systems (IS) research investigates
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digital technologies and their transformative effect on products, services, and business
models [5–7], e.g., by adding digital capabilities to physical products [7]. However, the
convergence of several domains, new processes, methods, and conditions as well as
speeds of innovation in the digital era, require various developments of resources, processes, and capabilities for DI [8–10].
Although there is a consensus in the literature that DI requires new capabilities and,
if necessary, a reorganization of existing capabilities [11], the scientific discourse lacks
a holistic view. Different disciplines view innovation induced by digital technologies
from very limited perspectives. IS research, for example, distinguishes between information technology (IT) assets and IT capabilities and refers to the latter as capabilities
with a potential creation of competitive advantage [12, 13], as they are firm-specific
and difficult to imitate [14]. Various authors emphasize that digital capabilities are the
skills and routines needed to leverage digital assets to create value [13, 15, 16]. This
brings in a digital flavor to the broader perspective of management research which postulates the concept of dynamic capabilities [17–20].
Despite a broad body of literature on dynamic capabilities and innovation capabilities, the scientific discourse has not yet been able to identify and link the necessary
capabilities for DI by mapping them holistically. Due to the high relevance of DI and a
jungle of perspectives and partial considerations of capabilities being relevant to foster
DI, we pose the following research question: What capabilities do organizations need
to foster digital innovation?
To answer this research question, we conducted a structured literature review (SLR)
to identify relevant capabilities. Based on a qualitative analysis, we were able to condense the identified capabilities and developed a DI Capability Model representing a
comprehensive, qualified, and structured state of the current scientific discourse. The
DI Capability Model comprises nine capability layers, 26 capability areas, and 58 capabilities that are discussed in 74 high-quality scientific articles.
The paper is structured as following. In the next chapter, we show the relationship
between DI and organizational capabilities. In chapter 3, we describe the structured literature review and the applied analysis. Chapter 4 presents the DI Capability Model.
The article concludes with a conclusion, discussion, and ideas for further research.
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Theoretical Background

2.1

Digital Innovation

In dynamic business environments characterized by technological advancements,
blurred markets, short product life cycles, and changing customer needs, DI is crucial
for organisations to sense, seize, and transform upcoming opportunities (and threats) to
maintain competitive advantage [1, 12, 21]. Hence, DI is defined as the ‘use of digital
technology during the process of innovating’ [22] as a means or an end [6]. Digital
technologies extract, create, analyse, communicate, or use information in specific contexts [23]. Thereby, we refer to the term ‘innovative’ as something that is perceived as




new by the respective organization, where “it matters little […] whether or not an idea
is objectively new as measured by the lapse of time” [24].
To transfer upcoming opportunities into DI initiatives, the DI process comprises four
phases: the initiation, development, implementation, and exploitation phase [3]. Moreover, recent research underpins the importance of capabilities to foster DI [1, 3]. However, a holistic view on what capabilities are required is missing. To better understand
capabilities and related concepts in general, we provide insights on the role of capabilities to gain competitive advantage in chapter 2.2.


2.2

Organizational Capabilities

According to the resource-based view (RBV), organizations achieve competitive advantage by the composition of its resources for the generation of value [25]. Following
[26], this is “the match an organization makes between its internal resources and skills
and the opportunities and risks created by its external environment.” Taking account
for dynamic environments and the emergence of digital technologies, the dynamic capabilities view (DCV) has extended the RBV [18]. Accordingly, resources are divided
into assets and capabilities [27]. Assets can be either tangible or intangible and are (in-)
permanently at the power of disposition by the organization [20]. Intangible assets further split into intellectual and cultural assets [28]. Capabilities are tacit resources located in people and developed through learning [29]. Hence, capabilities are about the
ease of performing an action that is required in a given situation [30].
More precise, organizational capabilities are “the capacity of an organization to purposefully create, extend, or modify its resource base” [31]. Hence, they are “socially
complex routines that determine the efficiency with which organizations physically
transform inputs into outputs” [32]. According to the DCV, an organization possesses
both ordinary and dynamic capabilities [33]. Ordinary capabilities relate to “the performance of administrative, operational, and governance-related functions that are (technically) necessary to accomplish tasks” [34]. Dynamic capabilities emerge from organizational learning [35] and change over time [17].
A similar, but more detailed classification of capabilities differentiates between capabilities that contribute to gaining competitive advantages and therefore introduce the
modes ‘off’ and ‘on’ or, in a figurative sense, the states 0 and 1. According to [33], the
notation of ‘zero-order’ describes “how we earn a living now capabilities”. These capabilities are the ability to perform the essential operational activities of the organization in the day-to-day business [32, 33] and, thus, do not necessarily further the course
of its overall performance. By contrast, ‘first-order’ capabilities are dynamic in their
nature and contribute somewhat to the performance of the organization and enable competitive advantages to be obtained. They are allocated to a continuum, starting from a
lower to a higher level. First-order lower capabilities constitute change and directly
influence an organizations’ outcome by using existing capabilities to their advantage.
First-order higher capabilities create new capabilities through learning. These capabilities thus not only take advantage of all three dynamic components (sensing, seizing,
and transforming) but act on this basis herein creating a competitive advantage.
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Research Method

To answer the research question, we used the methodology of a SLR to derive a type
two theory for the IS discipline [36]. A SLR allows us to structure and to assess the
current state of research in the field of capabilities. Furthermore, reviewing the literature is crucial to advancing any scientific discipline [37, 38]. In our case, we were able
to identify reviews trying to unite and illuminate different literature directions on capabilities. To the best of our knowledge, no review has yet been able to compile a multitude of definitions and relate them to DI. To close this gap, we follow [37] complemented by techniques of [39] to conduct our SLR. Subsequently, we derived four search
strings ((“organization* capabilit*” OR “organisation* capabilit*”); (dynamic capabilit*) AND (innovation capabilit*); (“digital* capabilit*”); (“information technology
capabilit*” OR “information systems capabilit*” OR “IT capabilit*” OR “IS capabilit*”)) from our research questions to be found within the topic (title, abstract, author
keywords, and Keywords Plus) of the search engine Web of Science. By applying our
search strings, we initially found (n=6017) articles from Web of Science. We checked
for duplets (n=18) as we conducted every search separately resulting in (n=5999). As
stated above, research on capabilities is located at the intersection of several research
streams, prompting us to identify high-quality research (relevance and citation performance) from journal publications. Thereupon we used the SCImago journal rank (SJR)
indicator [32] as quality criteria and excluded journals and consequently articles with
an SJR of less than 4.0 or none. For the remaining articles (n=375) we adopted inclusion
criteria to further narrow down our set. This was achieved by screening titles and abstracts and evaluating articles for their RQ relevance from ‘low’ (score = 1; no connection to the research question) to ‘high’ (score = 4; article deals with a capability and
clear connection to the research question). Only articles scoring three or four were included into our final set (n=115) and after full-text screening (n=74) were included into
our DI Capability Model.
For the analysis of the research contributions, we extended the method of a SLR by
adding grounded theory techniques [39]. Thereby, we based our approach on the three
coding steps of open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. As a first step, we
identified relevant definitions of capabilities in each article. One author initially coded
interesting sections and a second author then confirmed the coding in MAXQDA. Subsequently, from about 500 initial codes in 115 articles axial coding focused on identifying capability areas (CA) and overarching capability layers as well as the relationships between the originally coded capabilities. Furthermore, insufficient definitions
and code refinement resulted in about 300 codings and 74 articles used. Finally, several
iterative cycles of selective coding were performed to refine the CA and layers. The
rearranging, merging of layers (e.g., learning-related and knowledge-related capability
layer) and the assignment as zero- or first-order capabilities resulted in nine capability
layers, 26 capability areas, and 58 capabilities.


Figure 1. Digital Innovation Capability Model
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Digital Innovation Capability Model

Structuring the jungle of capabilities required for DI, the DI Capability Model identifies
and links capabilities nurturing DI. Therefore, it comprises layers including underlying
CA and capabilities. It is important to note that all layers, CA, and capabilities are interrelated even though they are presented separated. Moreover, each capability is classified as a zero-order (Ɵ), first-order lower (↓), or first-order higher (↑) capability. Figure 1 shows the DI Capability Model, detailed descriptions are provided below.
Innovation-related capability layer: This layer comprises capabilities that foster innovation by adding value through offering a new product or service that, in turn, increases competitiveness. The CA of Ambidexterity emphasizes the ability to enhance
or generate and nurture new ideas that lead to new product offerings through known
patterns of action [40]. This can be achieved by structured evaluation of and exploiting
the existing (↓ Continuous innovation capability [41, 42]) as well as in enhancing products or services (↓ Incremental innovation capability [43]). By contrast, this CA also
aims for exploring the new (↑ Innovation learning capability) and includes spontaneous
actions to react to an unknown situation with novel solutions by drawing from existing
knowledge (↑ Improvisation capability). If the exploration is conducted, transformational outcomes may occur changing products and enhancing organizational capabilities (↑ Radical innovative capability [10, 43]). Research and Development is a CA
which resembles the ability to build new technologies by assembling new technical
resources and evaluating them. This can be achieved through the research ability to
identify, understand, assess, and apply internal and external knowledge [19, 44–48].
Capabilities subject to the Environmental CA contribute towards aligning organization's operations in an environmentally friendly manner. On the one hand, it focuses on
reducing pollution (Ɵ Pollution prevention capability), on the other it aims to closely
interact with stakeholders and reconfigure organizationally embedded resources to
build complementary green capacities (↑ Dynamic green capability).








Management-related capability layer: This layer focuses on capabilities being relevant for managing an organization. The Project Management CA describes the ability
to understand the requirements a client desires as well as the design of products. Moreover, it focuses on the budgeting of total time requirements and the efficient use of
resources [49]. The Performance Management CA describes the ability to establish
monitoring, evaluation, and control systems to oversee the organizational performance
and steer management initiatives [50]. The Strategic Management CA defines the ability to direct resources appropriately to achieve organizational goals. By providing guidance on existing strategies, strategic management can also help to align activities with
objectives or to assist in deciding on strategic goals and allocating appropriate resources
[51]. The Leadership CA is connected to the ability to establish a shared believe system
and organizational culture (↓ Socialization capability [52, 53]). Part of this is the ability
to guide organizations systematically through the process of resource reconfiguration
and transformation activities (↑ Resource-oriented managerial capability [54]).


Process-related capability layer: This layer integrates capabilities related to the management of processes. They are not limited to one respective field but interact throughout organizational levels. The CA of Process Integration defines the ability to create
and coordinate digital connections between entities and to coordinate them. Looking
inside the organizations, entities resemble to resources or activities and are production
oriented (↓ Intrafirm process integration capability [55]). Looking outside, entities lie
outside and need coordination of transaction interdependencies (↑ Interfirm process integration capability [55]). The Process Change CA describes the ability to modify processes (e.g., routine processes) through targeted reorganization, improving existing processes, and learning new processes (↓ Process reconfiguration capability [56]). Change
also occurs by systematic enhancement of existing processes to streamline activities
(↓ Process improvement capability [57]).
Product-related capability layer: This layer deals with capabilities that are related to
the process of producing and changing products or activities [50, 58]. Capabilities to
obtain a product are clustered in the CA Product Coordination. This CA deals with
capabilities that enable organizations to convert multiple inputs into outputs (↓ Production capability [59]). To achieve this, it is necessary to use different technologies
(↓ Technological capability [48, 60–62]). Furthermore, the conversion process must be
monitored using quality criteria and requires the elimination of errors (↓ Quality management capability). At the same time, a product portfolio must manage the trade-off
between short-term demands for performance and long-term development of capabilities (↓ Product Portfolio Management [56]). The New Product Development CA unites
capabilities that support the creation of new products, thus changing the product portfolio offered by using technological components (↓ Product technology capability
[63]). To create new products, design elements can be rearranged (↑ Product design
capability [64]) and inputs for new product development or adaptation can be included
(↑ Assimilation capability [65]). Therefore, an interplay between a problem-solving
process and resulting performance criteria is required (↓ Modular capability [66]).






Customer-related capability layer: All capabilities that help organizations to address
or interact with the customer are gathered in this layer. It is not only dealing with CA
that describe capabilities to serve current (e.g., latest needs and expectations) but also
to create relationship with new customers. It is closely linked to the market-related capability layer and partly overlaps. The Customer Management CA focuses on fostering
established relationships with customers but also to integrate them into innovation activities. This is achieved through the management of relationships (↓ Customer-linking
capability [61, 63]), the monitoring of needs (↓ Customer orientation capability [67]),
and the response to needs (↓ Customer response capability [49, 67]). The Marketing
CA comprising marketing capabilities that are used in a broader sense to describe the
two capability-layers customer and market [47, 48, 60–62, 68] but also just customers
[44, 69] or just market [46]. In terms of Customer Service, this CA focuses on the activity of offering products to the customer [67]. The ability to learn and create knowhow
(↑ Customer learning capability [42]) about the needs (e.g., customer orientation capability) allows for the integration into novel products through the interaction with the
customer (↑ Interaction response capability [70]).














Market-related capability layer. This layer comprises capabilities being relevant for
markets, i.e., places where entities exchange goods and services subject to the influence
of externalities [62]. The Market Focused Learning CA focuses in contrary to customer
learning, additionally on other entities present in the market to integrate the respective
knowledge [68]. This allows to monitor the market and reflect changes enabling timely
measures of action (↑ Market-linking capability [61]). Such entities might be competitors to learn from (↑ Competitor learning capability [42]) in order to replicate product
offerings or facilitate abilities to transfer the offerings to different markets (↑ Transfer
capability [62, 65, 71]). The Market Shaping CA provides capabilities that make it possible to gather valuable information to discover new linkages of resources (↑ Facilitating capability [64, 72, 73]), propose them to the market, and thereby shaping its nature
[72]. The discovery of new links provides organizations with a head start resulting in a
higher learning curve and enables the creation of a new market (↑ Market-pioneering
capability and ↑ Market creation capability [74]).








Network-related capability layer: This layer allows organizations to connect with
other organizations but also customers [68, 75]. The Alliance Management CA refers
to the management of external linkages to exchange operation experience [76]. These
linkages occur, e.g., with suppliers as stakeholders wanting information on their past
performance (↓ External stakeholder relations capability [51]). Likewise, the supplier
might share knowledge or information the organization seeks enabled through the relationship. These exchange processes are not limited to one stakeholder but to a portfolio
that needs managing. This allows organizations to tap into different knowledge pools
that can be absorbed for own use (↑ Alliance portfolio management capability [77]).
The Network Integration CA goes one step further than the management of alliances.
It actively integrates stakeholders into organizational activities (↑ Stakeholder integration capability [41, 61]). Managing linkages to external entities can also be focused on
leading an innovation network. This network can either be closed aiming at a collective
innovation effort or open. In the latter, the organization acts as a facilitator or incubator
for other innovators thereby learning from the entity (↑ Network orchestration [78]).
Thus, the ability to nurture the external relationship is the basis for integration. The
extreme of integration is the actual acquisition of the network partner to absorb its resources to extend and mix them with own ones (↑ Acquisition capability [62, 65]). The
Network Outcome-related CA subsumes capabilities that underpin the results from established linkages with stakeholders. This outlines the organization’s learning and
sense-making capabilities but also share knowledge e.g., with suppliers (↑ Network
learning capability [42, 68, 79]). Besides, capabilities to reduce risk referring to collaborative agreements (↓ Hazard mitigating capability [80]) as well as capabilities to
gain advantage of memberships in social networks are important (↑ Social capital capability [64]).










Knowledge-related capability layer: When talking about organizational knowledge
and its integration we tap into the research stream of absorptive capacity. This research
stream is relevant in IS and DI due to its manifold contributions, constructs, and implications [52, 81]. This layer summarizes knowledge-based (focus on knowledge collection) and learning-related capabilities (focus on learning from knowledge). The


Knowledge Gathering CA in its core captures the knowledge (e.g., technology trends)
relevant to organizations to store in repositories. This knowledge then can be used to
inform activities such as innovation (↑ Knowledge sourcing capability [82–85]). Activity outcomes from that utilization thus inform the knowledge repositories continuing
the knowledge gathering (↑ Continuous learning capability [41]). The Knowledge Utilization CA compared to gathering makes use of the knowledge. One way is to draw on
an organizations’ history to control its perceptions and derive insights to guide actions
(↓ History management capability [53, 83, 86]). Among this CA is the ability of organizations to not only build up knowledge from internal sources, but to integrate and (re-)
combine knowledge to gain new insights (↑ Combinative capability [53, 68, 82, 85]).
It is also important to be able to circulate knowledge within the organization
(↑ Knowledge diffusion capability [52, 65, 84, 85]). Otherwise knowledge silos occur,
so that knowledge is not used. The CA of Development of Capabilities delinks capabilities from areas they have already been applied to and relinks them to new areas (↑ De/relinking of capabilities [62]). Eventually, the organization has the capacity to build
new capabilities, which is not a matter of selecting new resources, but of adding value
to existing (↑ Capability-building mechanism [47, 64, 73]).






















IT-related capability layer: This layer is defined “[…] as [the] ability to mobilize and
deploy IT-based resources in combination or copresent with other resources and capabilities” [12] and is adapted by other authors [87–90]. The IT Infrastructure CA includes capabilities that enable generally usable systems to be provided, e.g., to communicate via suitable application systems (Ɵ Basic IT infrastructure capability [91]).
Environmental influences challenge IT to develop and implement quickly and, thus,
gain importance to react to internal or external changes (↓ Flexible IT infrastructure
capability [92]). Lastly, organizations can also use systems provided by a third party
such as suppliers including complementary service offerings (↓ Supplier IT capability
[93]). The CA Information Management incorporates capabilities that use IT infrastructure to serve users with data and information [50]. It enables the integration and transformation of knowledge as well as the use of its resources to improve the accomplishment of organizational goals (↓ IT business spanning capability [52, 91]). It also covers
the ability to extend current capabilities to develop a new product requiring capabilities
or knowledge not yet acquired (↑ Capability stretching capability [94]). Capabilities in
the Inside-out IT CA help to make use of IT infrastructure and Information Management to increase knowledge application within the organization [52]. Insights are generated through the analysis and transformation of data (↓ Analytics capability [95]).
Besides, the ability to create new business opportunities through searching for exploitation of IT resources or the embrace of novel IT innovations belongs into this CA (↑ IT
proactive stance capability [91, 96]). To do so, the IT needs to be open for change to
enable the delivery of competitive advantage through new product offerings (↑ Changereadiness IT capability [9, 97]). The Outside-in IT CA allows for external integration
and identification of knowledge to redirect them into the organization [52]. This includes providing information and connecting to customers and supply chain partners
(Ɵ Integrated IS capability [83]) or alliance partners (↑ IT-enabled knowledge integration capability [98]). The codification of process knowledge and the strategic use for
customer purposes are also part of this CA (↓ Shared knowledge capability [92]).
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Conclusion, Discussion and Further Research

Due to the rapid development of digital technologies, the business environment is
changing at an ever-faster pace [1]. Digitalization no longer only promotes innovations
to increase operational efficiency, but changes customer needs, value creation processes, and entire markets. To respond to these changes, organizations must reconfigure
and expand their resource and capability base to achieve DI [3]. However, capabilities
being relevant for DI has not yet been holistically examined. The capability literature
resembles a jungle of perspectives and partial considerations, which is characterized by
a non-uniform world of terms and definitions. To identify relevant capabilities for DI
and to name their interaction, a holistic approach is required. With the DI Capabilities
Model presented, we introduce, to the best of our knowledge, the first holistic view of
DI-relevant capabilities. The DI Capability Model comprises nine capability layers, 26
capability areas, and 58 capabilities that are associated with DI in high-quality scientific
articles and, thus, represents a comprehensive, qualified, and structured state of the current scientific discourse. This is a valuable contribution to support further research and
can be leveraged for goal-driven DI in organizations.
Our detailed analysis of different research domains on DI-relevant capabilities
shows that first-order capabilities and entrepreneurial mindsets in particular are becoming increasingly important for the complex and interdisciplinary challenges of DI. It
turns out that micro-foundations such as culture, work organization, and individual capabilities are important antecedents for the successful development of DI-relevant capabilities [11]. Interestingly, digital technology capabilities (e.g., artificial intelligence,
machine learning, Big Data) are not very pronounced in the model presented. This may
be due to the fact that relevant capabilities are more pronounced in terms of the application of and value creation by digital technologies and do not relate to individual digital technologies. It is also possible that such specific capabilities are not included in
our data set due to their novelty and, thus, are not published so far.
Due to the nature of our research, this study comes up with some limitations. As we
conducted a structured literature review, further research could widen the scope and
more broadly define inclusion criteria to cover more literature. Thus, further research
should investigate every capability layer with an in-depth analysis of literature and include, for example, conference publications to grasp latest research findings e.g., [99]
who cleared up the space concerning business process management capabilities. Furthermore, our qualitative analysis of the capability definitions used as well as their consolidation and condensation into the presented DI Capability Model is not free of bias.
Future research should investigate the identified layers, areas, and capabilities more
thoroughly and empirically confirm their interaction.
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